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 “Life Doesn’t Give You Bumpers”:  
A Coming or Going of Age in Juno and Boyhood  
Abstract 
This article examines two twenty-first century films, Juno (2007) and Boyhood (2014), arguing 
that they are refreshingly different from most previous “coming of age” movies in the way that 
they avoid the usual clichés associated with such films. Whereas many earlier movies tend to 
make a single event the turning point in young characters’ lives, these two films deliberately 
wrong-foot the audience by steering round such predictable scenarios, and give a more credible 
depiction of characters in their ongoing dealing with the comings and goings of age, whether 
they are young or old. It is suggested that the films achieve this both in terms of their content and 
also in their structure, seeking to prioritize the fabula over the sjuzhet. They also have endings 
that are more “feminine,” avoiding the traditional, climactic male ending. 
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Introduction 
Our lives are constructed in a number of ways. While we can point to various biological markers 
– most obviously, puberty – to explain the way we divide childhood from adulthood, such 
underlying shifts in hormones are always swamped by cultural markers, one of which is to be 
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depicted as a “teenager”; that is, someone “between” the ages of childhood and adulthood and, 
thereby, by definition, something of a misfit (neither child nor adult). It is hardly surprising then, 
that all sorts of films tend to be organized around particular coming-of-age events, where one is 
seen to move from the former state (child) to the latter (adult). These events include losing one’s 
virginity, as in Porky’s (1982) and American Pie (1999), graduating from high school (Grease, 
1978] and Can’t Hardly Wait, 1998) or from college (She’s All That, 1999) and Legally Blonde, 
2001); getting pregnant (For Keeps, 1988; Riding in Cars with Boys, 2001, and 17 Girls, 2011); 
or, more straightforwardly,  getting married (Four Weddings and a Funeral, 1994) and 27 
Dresses, 2008).  
Such movies are seen to grant certain aspects of the life-cycle particular significance. But, in 
doing so, they tend to remove the more phenomenological dimensions of our existence, simply 
because they divide our lives in such a uniform way, providing us with ready-made scripts for 
making sense of ourselves: we are presented with a series of hurdles that we need to clear before 
we can attain adulthood., our “majority,” which, it should be noted, is also seen as the norm. 
Children and adolescents, in contrast, are often portrayed as less than fully human, more like the 
objects of an ethological study. “Coming of age,” then, undoubtedly privileges the perspective of 
adults, where age itself is seen to befall the protagonist as the result of some key event(s). 
The two films that I want to discuss have been chosen precisely because they seek to dismantle 
the more stereotypical patterns of coming of age, deconstructing such ideas by querying these 
orthodox scripts. And, of course, in problematizing the orthodox, they draw attention to the very 
different trajectories of male and female coming of age. The films are Juno (Dir. Jason Reitman, 
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2007) and, seven years later, though, in terms of gestation, it began far earlier, Boyhood (Dir. 
Richard Linklater, 2014). 
Deconstructing Coming of Age in Juno 
Juno is impressive from the outset in shifting the traditional marker of losing one’s virginity 
from the climax of the film to somewhere far more marginal. In fact, the event is seen to have 
occurred offstage, revealed in a flashback to a time prior to where the film begins. Thus, before 
the credits roll, we see Juno MacGuff admiring a living-room armchair, but one that is out of 
place, standing outside on the grass. Juno herself, swigging from a large bottle of SunnyD orange 
juice, looks particularly young, such that we might imagine her “playing house.” “It started with 
a chair,” she declares, again suggesting a sense of innocence, and emulating the words of the Hot 
Chocolate single, “It started with a kiss,” in which the lyrics describe a romance that began 
between an 8- and 9-year-old child.  
However, we soon discover that the chair is, in fact, less innocent, in that it metonymically takes 
us back to the scene of coitus. This is the flashback, which we enter as we share Juno’s memory. 
Once again, though, like the misplaced chair and Juno’s little girl image, we find ourselves 
slightly disoriented. For the traditional scene – of an active boy advancing on a passive, seated 
girl (in order to “take her virginity”) – is reversed. The boy is already naked and sedentary as she 
drops her pants and advances on him, mounting him (in fact, the cherry pattern on her pants 
suggests that, rather than “losing her cherry” (as the slang term has it), she is purposefully 
discarding it. This role reversal is reinforced when we hear the boy, Paulie Bleeker, speak, for his 
voice is unusually high and feminine sounding (and, indeed, his first name even sounds like the 
female name, “Polly”1). “I’ve wanted this for a really long time,” he declares, as though – again 
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uncharacteristically – he has had to wait for her to make the first move. It is something that other 
characters, knowing Bleeker, also joke about at various points in the film; and even Juno, herself, 
later reminds him, “I still have your virginity.” At this point in the movie, though, we do not 
witness any sexual climax, for Juno’s reverie is interrupted thanks to the barking of her dog: end 
of flashback. 
In fact, to call this scene a “flashback” at this stage in the film is presumptuous, for we do not 
actually know that this is what it is. We might simply be witnessing Juno imagining a scene that 
she would like to enact, and is fantasizing about its possible trajectory. Certainly, as we are 
launched into the credits, we enter a more two-dimensional, cartoon-like realm in which there is 
an even more innocent-looking Juno and, over the credits, we hear “All I want is you” by Barry 
Louis Polisar, an artist known for his child-oriented lyrics. In this particular song, a couple is 
imagined in terms of other things that go together, like flowers and bees, seeds and pods, and, 
notably, a groom and bride. 
It is only as the credits end and Juno is seen to step back into her movie reality that we realize a 
flashback did occur, for Juno now has to come to terms with the consequences of what, we learn, 
really was an erotic encounter: she is pregnant. Having, as she puts it, drunk her weight in orange 
juice, she purchases a pregnancy test, which she immediately tries in the in-store toilet. As she 
then asks for a second testing kit, the shopkeeper homes-in on her situation, informing her, “This 
is no etch-a-sketch. This is a doodle that can’t be undid.” It is as though he has been aware of the 




While the state of being pregnant is an incontrovertible fact, cultural responses to this 
happenstance are many and various, and the film alludes to several of them. So, for instance, we 
initially see Juno enacting a Little Red Riding Hood role, wherein someone who has strayed 
from the path (in order to enjoy the sensual delights of picking flowers, etc.) is doomed to pay 
the price. Idly, then, we observe Juno throwing her rope of red licorice over a tree branch, 
making a noose that she then places around her neck before releasing herself by biting through 
the licorice. She subsequently confirms this scenario, in a jokey way, by informing her friend, 
Leah, that she’s on “suicide risk.”  Having flippantly toyed with ending her life, she then 
considers terminating the life of her fetus instead: “nip it in the bud” before it “leads to an 
infant,” as she puts it.  
She thus phones to “procure a hasty abortion.” However, a remark by a schoolfriend, who is 
protesting outside the abortion clinic, puts her off. It is not the fact that the fetus has a beating 
heart and feels pain that affects her, but that “it has fingernails.” This remark makes more sense 
when we meet Juno’s mother-in-law, Bren, for this is her livelihood: she runs a nail salon called 
“Bren’s Tens.” It is as a result of this encounter that Juno arrives at her final decision:  to have 
the baby and arrange for its adoption, which is what drives the main plot of the movie.  
But even so, Juno is determined that her pregnancy will not take over and become a grand 
narrative. She is far more down to earth, speaking matter-of-factly about how, come the birth, 
she’ll “squeeze” out the baby, emulating her friend Leah’s earlier comment that Juno will “crap 
it out.” Beyond this, Juno is very critical of the whole idea that having sex should be such a big 
deal, a coming-of-age event. She particularly questions people’s use of the phrase “sexually 
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active.” “What does that even mean?”, she enquires. “Can I deactivate someday, or is this a 
permanent state of being?”  
Even as she asks, though, she is aware that, for others, it is significant, recalling how Bleeker 
seemed to go “live that night.” Being “sexually active” certainly gives him a degree of kudos at 
school. There’s a delightful scene where a fellow student, Vijay, comes up to Bleeker as he runs 
around the athletic track: 
 Vijay: Did you hear Juno MacGuff is pregnant? 
 Bleeker: Yup. 
 […] 
Vijay: Did you hear it’s yours? 
Bleeker: Yep. 
[…] 
Vijay: You should grow a moustache. You’re a real man now. 
[…] I’m going to stop wearing underpants in order to raise my sperm count. 
Leah also promotes this idea, that Bleeker has come of age, proclaiming to Juno that, because 
Bleeker “did it with you. He’s a man now.”   
Apart from this one-line aside to an oft-repeated, coming-of-age cliché – namely, that Bleeker 
has instantly been precipitated into manhood through his actions – we also know that the act in 
question wasn’t even initiated by him; if anything, it was Juno who “did it with” him, which is 
something that her mother-in-law, Bren, has clearly intuited: we “know it wasn’t his idea,” she 
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comments to Juno’s father. It is a point that Juno also confronts Bleeker with, much to his 
bemusement.  
However, despite this undermining of the whole mythology of phallic power, it is shown to 
persist, as Vijay’s comments demonstrate, making the pun in that phrase, to come of age, most 
overt. Mark Loring, the prospective adoptive father of Juno’s baby, also seems to share this 
jejune attitude towards phallic power, for his claim to fame is a jingle he has penned for a men’s 
deodorant called Titanium Power: “Get more snatch. Buy the batch!” But then again, the way 
that Mark inhabits his own house positions him as someone who has yet to mature (regardless of 
the fact that he is nominally an adult): he lives there like a teenager, with his stuff in a basement 
and an upstairs room. In these spaces he plays his music, houses his guitars, Sonic Youth CDs, 
comics and horror movie collections. 
It requires some home truths from both Juno and Mark’s wife, Vanessa, to make Mark aware of 
the reality of his situation. As the latter puts it: “Your shirt is stupid. Grow up. If I have to wait 
for you to become Kurt Cobain, I’m never going to be a mother.” Unfortunately, Mark remains 
in thrall to these false markers of coming of age, imagining that, somehow, by prolonging his 
adolescence, one day he will become a rock star. For him, the prospect of becoming a father, 
instead, is seen as selling out. He associates the latter more with a “going” of age.  
Hence Mark sees an affair with young Juno as a way out of his malaise, a way of holding on to 
his status as a “young dude.” We learn this in a scene where he plays Juno the Mott the Hoople 
hit, “All the Young Dudes,” while flirting with her, recalling his own prom days. It takes Juno’s 
comment that he’s “really old,” plus Vanessa’s home truth, quoted above, to make him become 
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more aware of his situation. (Of course, Mark might also be impotent, given the couple’s need to 
adopt.) 
The prom itself is a marker of “coming of age” in its own right (perhaps most famously 
portrayed in Carrie [Dir. Brian De Palma, 1976]) but, again, it is an occasion that Juno is quite 
dismissive about: “Prom is for wienises,” she declares, creating a powerful neologism by 
combining “wiener,” originally the name of a type of sausage and later coming to mean a failure 
or a contemptible person, with a pun on penis: “wienis.” It is a provocative image, especially as 
that initial “wee” syllable makes the said organ sound rather tiny. But it is a comment in line 
with Juno’s iconoclastic observations elsewhere. Thus, earlier, she has commented on the fact 
that, whenever she sees the boys out running, she cannot help but think about the “pork swords” 
bouncing around in their shorts. Notably, she never thinks about male members in upright, 
phallic terms, in contrast to the imagery promulgated in older, male-centric coming-of-age films 
like Stand by Me [Dir. Rob Reiner, 1986]). This movie is also unusual in that Juno’s view of 
male bodies is prioritised over the more traditional male’s view of females (usually their breasts: 
Porky’s, American Pie). In Juno, the male gaze is not only disrupted, but returned.2  
More generally in Juno, the phallic associations of coming of age are shown to be empty and 
meaningless, as are the trajectories of male-centric plots, which tend to be structured around 
notions of climax (in Stand by Me it is the discovery of a dead body; in Carrie, the fateful prom). 
Juno queries such ideas, both in the way that the characters are represented and, as I’ve 
suggested, in the film’s very structure, which avoids climactic episodes wherever possible: not 
only is the loss of virginity scene relegated to a flashback, but the birth of Juno’s baby is shown 
to be more about Vanessa’s new status as a mother. 
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Bleeker is an interesting figure in this regard, for he too challenges many stereotypical notions of 
masculinity, which is perhaps why Juno finds him so endearing: someone who, sensibly, might 
prove far more dependable as a partner. It is hinted at in the moving image of the two teenagers 
lying together after she has given birth, suggesting, perhaps, traditional notions of “couvade,” 
wherein a prospective father is seen to share elements of the birthing process with the mother.  
Juno, then, questions the whole idea of development as comprising a one-way street stretching 
into maturity, wherein one ticks off the key landmarks as they go by. Instead, we see a quite 
mature young couple on the far side of pregnancy, demonstrating that this event need not be as 
insuperable and life changing as it is often depicted. The movie ends with the couple appearing, 
if anything, younger than ever, as they arrive on their push-bikes back at Bleeker’s house – the 
scene of a loss of virginity and a conception – and start to sing and play, out front, the Moldy 
Peaches song: “Anyone else but you,” with a lyric that alternates between boy and girl, and 
perfectly captures their closeness and equality. 
Coming and Going of Age in Boyhood  
Richard Linklater’s film also confounds notions of coming of age, but from a more male 
perspective. It does so not just by downplaying these stereotypical moments in its diegesis but 
also, in the unique way that it was shot, by showing that human development occurs along a 
continuum, rather than being divided up into stages (as, for instance, in Shakespeare’s seven ages 
of man). As is well known, Linklater achieved this feat by filming his actors, for a few weeks 
each year, over a period of twelve years. 
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This has allowed the more quotidian, arbitrary flow of life to come to the fore, undercutting the 
big, climactic issues – the hurdles – that usually feature in coming-of-age films. It is as though 
Linklater were seeking to challenge that well-known division between fabula and sjuzhet. The 
former, the fabula, constitutes our unfolding lives, lived in 24-7. But when it comes to 
recounting our respective histories, we rearrange and foreground certain events, plotting them. 
And, in the process, to make them more significant, we draw on those aspects deemed of value 
by our culture. This is the sjuzhet, a recounted version of events. But in undertaking such 
revisions, some of the authenticity, the phenomenological richness of everyday life, can be lost. 
We can end up with ready-made “meanings” that turn our idiosyncratic lives into mere clichés.  
Some commentators saw a parallel between what Linklater was doing and that earlier, ground-
breaking documentary series that began in the UK with Seven-Up! in the 1960s (since when, 
other countries have developed their own series), looking at the lives of a disparate group of 
children aged seven, returning to them thereafter at seven-year intervals. However, it is important 
to note a crucial difference; for, in Seven-Up! (Dir. Paul Almond, 1964), the individuals involved 
were repeatedly asked to reflect on their lives, to shape and give them meaning (the sjuzhet) 
whereas, in Linklater’s film, there is little of this. The movie tries, instead, to capture the texture 
of life as it is lived. If there are parallels to be drawn, Linklater’s film is closer to some of our 
more personal archives: photographs and home movies. Before the advent of social media, the 
existence of these documents often depended on the big occasions: birthdays, Christmases, 
weddings and holidays. But when we return to them, the occasion itself seems less important 
than what, at the time, appeared inconsequential: the look of the participants, their age, dress and 
speech patterns. These are the things that nail the moment and help us re-experience it.  
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Linklater’s movie eloquently captures such quotidian moments, with, for example, its references 
to the Harry Potter series which, for many children of the time, became cultural staging posts in 
their development. Thus we see Mason’s mother, Olivia, reading to the main character, Mason, 
and his sister, Samantha, from the second “Harry Potter” book; and later, dressed as the young 
wizard, we see Mason collecting his volume of Harry Potter and the Half-Blood Prince (2005) 
at the book’s launch. Of course, for adults, a more satisfying phenomenological experience is 
likely to come from the ensuing movies, where we can see how Daniel Radcliffe and fellow 
actors mature across the series. 
Seen in this way, Linklater’s film is an attempt to deconstruct how “boyhood” is itself conceived 
(the suffix “hood” implies inhabiting the state of being that its accompanying word represents). 
So, like Juno, although Linklater’s movie incorporates some standard coming-of-age markers, it 
never lets them take over as plot devices; that is, as climactic events. For example, we see Mason 
come home late one night to one of his mother’s soirees. He is confronted by his mother’s 
current boyfriend, Jim, who asks, “Hey Mason, what time is it?” Mason replies that it is around 
quarter-past-twelve, and Jim responds – not by telling him off – but by wishing Mason “Happy 
birthday.” This event has crept up on us (we, as audience members, have no idea). After a brief 
chat and kiss from his Mom, Mason, with some bathos, retires to bed.  
 
This scene, though, has itself been eclipsed by the preceding one in which we see Mason brought 
home in a shooting-brake, lying horizontal with a girl in the back, and we wonder whether or not 
he might just have lost his virginity (or, indeed, smoked dope for the first time). But if this is the 
case, such a rite of passage is carefully unmarked, as are many other cultural events in the film, 
such as Mason’s graduation from high school (of course, there are also pragmatic reasons for this 
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decision: a degree ceremony would be far more expensive to set up and shoot). All we see is 
Mason and his friend, Tommy, reluctantly attending the celebration that Mason’s mother has 
prepared, where the two boys sport their graduation gowns (which they wear like Harry Potter 
outfits). This scene is one of the very few ensemble pieces in the movie, bringing together many 
of the main players (most scenes have only two or, at most, three characters interacting). Clearly, 
in a film that has been shot over twelve years, where actor availability might be problematic, 
such a scene would be quite demanding. 
 
The quotidian nature of existence, its “thisness” or “haecceity,” the taste and flavor of things in 
the moment, these are what the movie captures perfectly, and such moments are perhaps best 
summed up by Mason at the film’s end, where, drug assisted, he comments, “it’s always right 
now.”  
 
Over the film’s two hours and 45 minutes, then, drawing on 343,801 feet of film (according to 
the publicity), Linklater has managed to create a work that avoids the standard Bildungsroman 
format; that is, his is not a narrative where we see a life unfold from the position of experience, 
with events carefully plotted so that they lead up to a particular vantage point, where some kind 
of experiential dénouement is offered (again, the movie is like Juno in this regard).  
 
In contrast, Linklater’s movie unfolds as though in the continuous present (present tense 
narration also being characteristic of much contemporary Young Adult fiction), with no 
definitive, predetermined endpoint. There is, therefore, no summative reflection by our fully-
fledged protagonist. Clearly, the events shot were not arbitrary, but the way that Linklater has 
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allowed footage from the previous year’s shoot (including the experiences of the actors 
themselves) to inform the current year’s project, gives the film a vibrancy that is rarely seen. It 
allows the vagaries of existence to become more pronounced, such that the loose ends, the roads 
not taken – all of which form part of our lives – are there on show. For example, we are left to 
speculate about the fate of Mindy and Randy, the children of Olivia’s second husband, the 
alcoholic professor of psychology, Bill Welbrock, as we see them left stranded between floors 
after Mason and his sister escape this abusive drunk. 
 
This notion of one’s life being more open to chance is given extra weight by the way that Mason 
is often not centrally in shot, albeit he does feature in all the scenes. A good example occurs 
early on, where we witness a young Mason being woken in the night by raised voices. He goes 
downstairs to eavesdrop on his mother and her then boyfriend as they heatedly argue about a key 
issue in his mother’s life: freedom versus responsibility. “I was someone’s daughter, now I’m 
someone’s fucking mother,” he hears her lament.  
 
By restricting his audience to an impersonal, external view of his characters – which, again, is 
how we all experience everyday life – the ultimate mystery of existence is shown to be just that: 
a witnessing of life unfolding in 24-7. As our focus is on Mason, though, we are often privileged 
to witness his point of view (POV) and, thereby, interpret these particular shots as more freighted 
with meaning.  
 
The opening shot is exactly that, where we are shown some clouds, only subsequently realizing 
that we are witnessing Mason’s point of view as he lies on the grass, gazing upwards, the 
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reflections of the clouds still in his eyes. The image of a young boy idly looking skywards is 
pregnant with potential meaning, which is probably why it was adopted for posters and the DVD 
cover. It works very effectively as a mise-en-abyme, as we see Mason Jr watching the clouds 
morphing, suggesting that life itself is in continual flux, even though we can’t speed it up enough 
(fortunately) to see the changes occur in real time. Of course, filming over twelve years has 
allowed Linklater to overcome this restriction, and we occasionally experience a jolt at the way 
the actors have suddenly changed in appearance. If this opening POV shot portrays the energy 
and flux of life, the next one forms an interesting contrast. In this, we observe Mason silently 
looking at the decaying remains of a dead bird, showing that he now has an awareness not just of 
life but, lurking within it, of death’s presence.  
 
Two other moments should be mentioned here, for they comment metafictionally on the way that 
the film has been shot and edited and, thereby, support the notion that life itself can only be 
experienced in a fleeting present, however much we might subsequently reflect on it. In other 
words, these scenes build on the mise-en-abyme outlined above: of the morphing clouds. 
 
The first of these two episodes occurs when mother and children are initially packing up and 
leaving the family home to move to Houston. Mason is given a brush and told to paint over the 
age markers on a doorframe, which show the siblings’ heights at different dates, culminating, for 
Mason, at 48¾ inches tall in June 2002. The erasure of these markers emphasizes this notion 
that, in life itself, as in this movie, we have no intrinsic labels that signpost our development. 
Such things (our height, weight, age, etc.) are cultural accretions, which most films make more 
overt, providing such markers as calendars, scattering their months and years; or, more simply, 
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captions detailing dates and locations of scenes. By contrast, in Boyhood we have to gauge the 
chronology of events in a more subjective manner, determining alterations in characters’ 
appearance and behavior.  
 
The second episode features the line that I have borrowed for the title of this article. Again, it 
occurs fairly early on in the film, when Mason and Samantha meet their estranged Dad, Mason 
Sr, after a year-and-a-half’s absence, and they all go bowling together. Mason Jr, who can’t 
make a strike, wants bumpers (i.e. barriers that stop balls being lost in the gutters of the bowling 
alley) to keep his ball on track. However, his father says he can’t have them because, as his Dad 
puts it, “Life doesn’t give you bumpers” – that is, life doesn’t come with any built-in guidelines: 
each one of us has simply to live it, to come to terms with it. Just like markers on a door jamb, or 
birthdays, ultimately these are not reliable guides on how you should live your life.  
 
However, as Boyhood also suggests, this is no excuse for abrogating responsibility. Initially, 
Mason Sr seems guilty of this, having been absent for over a year, supposedly in Alaska working 
on his music. In this regard, he sounds similar to Mark Loring, from Juno, who also sees music 
as his future, and Mason Sr likewise seems to see himself as a young dude, holding on to his cool 
car, a Pontiac Firebird GTC, even though it is not suitable (having no seatbelts) for transporting 
his two young children. 
 
The title of Linklater’s film is worth pondering at this point. For it is not called “The Life of a 
Boy” but Boyhood. Linklater has chosen a more generic title to indicate that he is examining the 
phenomenon of what others have called “boyology,” a term for immature males.3 And, looking 
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at the male role models in this film, it is easy to see why, for most of them are quite flaky and 
immature. They cling to a passé adolescence, several of them – especially Olivia’s boyfriends – 
using alcohol (itself seen as a marker of coming of age) as a crutch.  
 
The film, then, is as much about Mason Sr’s growing up as it is his son’s. For it is only far later 
in the film that the former is seen to have become more responsible, a “boring castrated guy,” as 
he jokingly refers to himself. The GTC plays its part here, too, in a scene where Mason and Sam 
are going away with his father’s new wife, Annie, and their child, Cooper. “What’s that?” asks 
Mason Jr, as he looks at the people carrier his father has turned up in. The latter responds, 
“That’s our new car. Get in it.” Their baby stepbrother is safely strapped in the back, in his 
harness. Mason can’t believe it: “So, this is like Annie’s car and you drive the GTC?  I guess you 
can’t really put a baby seat in that thing.” Mason Jr’s comment draws attention to the more 
lackadaisical way that he and his sister were allowed to ride in their father’s old vehicle. His 
father, though, has not only sold the GTC, but now seems to see it solely in monetary terms, as 
having been a sensible investment.  
 
Mason Jr is very upset, especially as he thinks his father had promised him the vehicle when he 
turned 16. It symbolized a bond he thought he had with his formerly cool father, who, more 
recently, has been training to become an actuary. His father’s measured outlook is even more 
apparent when they come to celebrate Mason Jr’s fifteenth birthday, for, together with his new 
wife, he presents his son with a middle-of-the-road shirt, jacket and tie, suitable, as he says, for 




Mason Sr’s unexpected conformity is in keeping with his new wife and her parents, whom 
Mason Jr and Sam view with some unease. They find themselves confronted with three 
generations of this new, parallel family, from grandparents down to the carefully protected 
Cooper, who is now the one most likely to inherit their father’s things (and, sensibly, not the 
GTC). Annie’s grandparents seem particularly traditional, presenting the birthday boy, Mason Jr, 
with a Bible and a rifle, basic tools of the Pilgrim settlers; that is, the good book and hunting 
equipment.  
 
It is also worth noting that the movie is definitely not about “Girlhood,” although it is very clear 
that the extended boyhood of the male characters is only possible thanks to some strong females, 
the key one being Mason’s mum. Mason can afford to be free and easy, enjoying the moment, 
because his mother is the one behind the scenes providing the structure. Her sense of 
“responsibility” is something of which she is clearly aware, as shown in the remark quoted 
earlier (being “someone’s fucking mother”). And, towards the end of the film, she tries to foster 
this sense of duty in both her children: “You guys are adults … take some responsibility.”  
 
But the film features another key word, “cool,” something that Mason Sr thinks he once was. In 
contrast, as a once young mum, and then a single-parent one, Olivia clearly feels that life has 
been stacked against her, such that she, undeniably, finds herself defined by a range of cultural 
markers: “My life is just gonna go, like that. This series of milestones. Getting married, Having 
kids. Getting divorced. […] You know what’s next? Huh?  It’s my fuckin’ funeral!” And, she 
presciently adds, “I just thought there would be more.” In effect, then, Masons Senior and Junior, 
let alone some of the other males Olivia encounters, can afford to be nonchalant because she is 
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always the responsible one. It is she, then, who is keen to register her son’s milestones, such as 
the end of his school career: “you only graduate high school once in your life. I want to celebrate 
you and this next phase.” Again, we need to note that the film is called Boyhood, so Sam’s even 
more impressive academic achievements (she’s an A student), let alone her prowess in sports and 
games, go largely unremarked (though we learn that, offscreen, there was a high school 
graduation party for her, too). 
 
But returning to the juxtaposition between being responsible and being cool, there are several 
encounters with people in the film that, though they do not seem particularly significant at the 
time, help Mason mature. There is his mother’s boyfriend, Jim, who foresees Mason’s 
photographic skills and buys him a camera. Jim is also the one that links the two key terms 
mentioned above, suggesting to Mason that it is actually “cool” to be “responsible,” and 
recommends that he get himself a job. Then there is Mr Turlington, his photography teacher, 
who poses the questions, “Who do you want to be? What do you want to do?”, seeking to foster 
Mason’s work ethic. And, as a final example, there is Mason’s boss at the fast-food outlet, Mr 
Wood, where Mason not only secures employment (perhaps in response to Jim’s advice), but is 
then promoted. 
 
Though Mason doesn’t see it in these terms, all these encounters – like those with his parents or 
more negative ones with peers – act as “bumpers”: little nudges that help keep Mason on track. 
They seem particularly important in Mason’s case, given his tendency to zone out into the blue 
yonder and have life pass him by. It is apparent in that very first shot, discussed earlier, where 
we see Mason on his own in the schoolyard, gazing up at the sky before his mother discovers 
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him. In fact, the teacher has just had a word with Olivia about Mason’s worrying tendency to 
stare out the window all day.  
 
To use Victor Turner’s terminology, Mason seems to be a “liminal” character; in terms of tribal 
rites of passage, this term designates the “time-out” that many adolescents underwent before 
entering adulthood.4 The adjective derives from the noun “limen,” a Latin word for a threshold, 
which is where, significantly, we see Mason standing, early on, as he paints out those markers of 
development on the doorjamb. Mason seems terminally liminal, forever reluctant to jump 
through culture’s hoops and be defined by them. More than most characters, he seems to be a 
bystander, someone to whom life happens while he looks on from the margins (there are parallels 
with Paulie in Juno).  
 
Much later, during one of his “rants” with his long-term girlfriend, Sheena, Mason develops this 
idea about avoiding contemporary culture’s way of defining it members. He argues that, because 
the development of cyborgs and robots proved too expensive, humans voted to “turn themselves 
into robots,” allowing themselves to be “brainwashed.” Mason has sought to avoid this fate, 
cancelling his Facebook page. As he puts it, “I just wanna try and not live my life through a 
screen. I want some kind of actual interaction. A real person, not just the profile they put up.”  
 
There’s a double irony here. First in the fact that Mason is regularly observed behind the screen 
of his camera; and second, at a more metafictional level, in that, thanks to Linklater’s film, 
Mason’s whole life has been screened (in fact, Mason is nothing more than a celluloid character). 
Nevertheless, the standard cry of the adolescent ever since J.D. Salinger’s Holden Caulfield, to 
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avoid the phoniness of modern life – what might be termed “iPhoniness” – is sincere.5 In 
Mason’s terms, he declares himself determined to circumvent that “preordained slot that’s 
already got your name and number on it.”   
By the end of the movie, Mason has avoided this pigeon-holing. But the manner in which the 
film ends is meant to give us pause, I think. One cannot say it “concludes”; it simply stops. It is 
what I would term a “feminine” ending and, in this regard, it is similar to Juno, with each movie 
avoiding both the grand climax and masculine notions of chronological time, preferring a more 
cyclic, feminine sense of its flow. This is especially apparent at the end of Juno, where we see 
the eponymous Juno and Paulie back on their bikes (not in cars), looking younger than ever as 
they sing together outside Bleeker’s house, returning to the very place where the scene of 
deflowering and conception occurred. In Boyhood, too, we see Mason return to Big Bend, where 
he went as a young child when his nuclear family was still intact. So, to return to the issue of a 
“pre-ordained slot,” one might say that it is early days yet for Mason Jr. Given the manner in 
which some of the other male characters have tried to extend their boyhoods way beyond the 
sell-by-date, Mason has barely begun. His own father, of course, has experienced this reversal: 
early on in the film we hear him recalling those happy days when he thought he had reached 
maturity, settling down as a father with his family. Thus, as regularly as age can come, so too it 
can falter and go. 
Mason Sr articulates this realization in an earlier scene after Mason has asked him the big 
question about life, “What’s the point?”, to which his father responds: “What’s the point?  I 
mean, I sure as shit don’t know. Neither does anybody else, okay?  We’re all just winging it, you 
know?” Once again, there are no ready-made bumpers out there. However, Mason Sr finishes his 
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speech by commending his son for his receptivity: “I mean, the good news is you’re feeling stuff, 
you know, and you’ve got to hold on to that.” 
By the movie’s end, Mason is more fully on this wavelength, realizing that there is no “big, 
transformative experience” waiting out there, by which he will come of age, and life will 
suddenly have a point. And he reflects on his poor mother, who has set too much store on these 
“milestones”: “’Cos I mean, look at my Mom. She got her degree and got a pretty good job. She 
can pay her bills [but …] Basically she’s still just as fuckin’ confused as I am.” 
After Mason’s final scene with her, where she bemoans the prospect of her funeral, Linklater 
then skillfully leads us into this more feminine ending. We are given an aerial shot – unusual in 
this film – of Mason driving off to college. It is not quite from the perspective of those clouds 
looking down on him in that opening shot, but the scene certainly nods towards that opening. 
Moreover, the shot also mirrors an earlier one in which Mason’s one-parent family is seen 
moving to Houston, just after the age markers have been erased, when Olivia is trying to 
establish a new life for herself and her kids.  
 
But this aerial shot of Mason’s vehicle, travelling along, is more expansive than its counterpart, 
accentuated by the empty highway along which he rides, towards a vanishing point in the 
distance. It reinforces that old metaphor about life being a journey. The aerial shot also suggests 
closure, as Mason might be seen to drive off, metaphorically, into the sunset. As though 
emphasizing this sense of an ending, Mason turns up the volume on his car radio, to hear Family 
of the Year’s “Let me go. I don’t wanna be your hero” playing, which appositely refers to 
American Dreams. And, in many ways, Mason seems to be making a gesture apposite to this 
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cultural trope. Like Huckleberry Finn, he appears to be lighting out for the territory, fleeing both 
femininity (in the person of his mother and long-term girlfriend, just as Huck flees his Aunt) and 
“civilization,” heading towards an older, more mythical West, which is referenced in his stop at a 
gas station full of rusty memorabilia that he photographs.  
 
But this more standard, “masculine” ending is then confounded by the addition of the scene 
mentioned above, at Big Bend. Even its name sounds like a challenge to masculinity. Mason and 
his new college friends go up to the National Park there to escape the official college 
“orientation” in order that they can orient themselves – and, as I mentioned earlier, Mason in 
particular is orienting himself with regard to his personal past: he has come full circle, suggesting 
a more cyclical, feminine notion of time. He is experiencing an unconscious homecoming, with 
the standard bumpers once again being avoided in favor of something more idiosyncratic.  
Sans camera, for once, he fully interacts with his new friends, especially Nicole, to whom he 
declares, in the final words of the movie, and thanks partly to some chemical support: “It’s like 
it’s always right now, you know?” It is not a very profound line, but then it is not meant to be. It 
deliberately eschews that insightful, Bildungsroman-style type of statement.  
Even then, the film does not end; rather, it lingers: Mason’s anti-climactic platitude is followed 
by a long and slightly awkward hold until, eventually, the credits roll with Arcade Fire’s apposite 
song, “Deep Blue,” its lyric celebrating a more immediate existence thanks to the cell phone 




Boyhood ends in a space without bumpers – indeed, without language – confounding the 
traditional coming-of-age plot and suggesting, as I’ve outlined above, that his boyhood is not yet 
over (regardless of the fact that Mason might have ticked a few of the standard boxes). Neither is 
it over for many of the other males we encounter in these films, whether it is Olivia’s estranged 
husband, her subsequent boyfriends or, from Juno, Mark Loring who, similarly challenged, holds 
out for his Kurt Cobain moment. Moreover, it is not just the men. Mark’s wife, Vanessa, might 
not be “confused” in the way that Mason thinks his mother is (and they are both successful 
career people), but she too sees herself as unfulfilled because she has no child (and, as she 
confides to Juno, “I was born to be a mother”).  
In both movies, the status of “coming of age” is thereby challenged and dismantled. It is seen not 
as a singularity, but a process extended over time – over a lifetime, in fact – with various 
comings and goings occurring around different events and experiences. It is certainly not the 
exclusive prerogative of the teenager. Not only does Vanessa demonstrate this, becoming a 
mother despite not having given birth, but so too does Juno’s father, Mac MacGuff, having – we 
are led to believe – finally found his feet after meeting and settling down with Bren, his second 
wife. And, in this regard, MacGuff is similar to Mason Sr, who also finds stability in a second 
family. 
But just because there are no innate bumpers in life, this does not mean we are left to sink or 
swim. As each film has shown, in growing up we are not alone, sent off on walkabout to 
negotiate a sequence of coming-of-age hurdles. Rather, each protagonist has a solid network of 
support, from family members, friends and others (Mason’s mother, in particular, is an 
indefatigable “bumper”). And these hurdles are themselves things that can be interpreted in very 
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different, more phenomenologically sensitive ways. They are not all necessarily attained with a 
leap but, maybe, are better walked around, or pushed over, or even dismantled completely and 
reconstructed as something else. Life is only “lost in living,” as T.S. Eliot puts it, when we let 
events define us, as is most evidently the case with Olivia. 
In short, in that ongoing, perennial be-coming of age, there will always be comings and goings, 
with endings themselves opening up onto new beginnings. In these movies, the feminine endings 
might be quiet and anti-climactic, but they are also, like life, positively inconclusive. 
Notes 
1 One critic even has him as “Pollie” – Oliver, Knock Me Up, Knock Me Down: Images of 
Pregnancy in Hollywood Films, 72. 
2 Mulvey, Visual Pleasure and the Narrative Cinema. 
3 Kidd, Making American Boys: Boyology and the Feral Tale. 
4 Turner, The Ritual Process: Structure and Anti-Structure. 
5 Salinger, Catcher in the Rye.  
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